
 
Happy basically officially winter – yay for snow and this semester almost being done!  
 
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN  
 
Work Towards a Safer Campus 
I have recently joined the Sexual Violence Education Team which is led by Meaghan Ross, sexual 
violence response coordinator and meets monthly. The team is essentially a working group that 
brings together many campus and community partners who are responsible for coordinating 
ongoing awareness-raising, prevention education and skill-building trainings. The committee has 
developed its principles of education to be survivor-centered, intersectional and anti-
oppressive. Our next meeting is in early December when we will discuss the Women’s Campus 
Safety Grant, meant to improve trainings, programs and facilities to create a safer campus, and a 
potential Climate Survey.  
 
Review Welcome Week Planner Hiring and Compensation 
This past summer I created a sub-committee at WWAC to review planner numbers and 
compensation. The committee includes myself, Josh Marando, Scott Robinson, Michele Corbeil 
(SSC), Brittany Reifenstein (Residence Life) and Jennifer Kleven (OCRC). The sub-committee had 
its first meeting in October and we are currently working on an environmental scan to assess 
inconsistencies across planning groups across various departments. Some of the areas of 
research are job descriptions/responsibilities, wages and where the funds are coming from, and 
contract duration. After many challenges with planners this year, myself, Josh Marando and 
Michele Corbeil will be reviewing the planner hiring practices that occur under each faculty. We 
will be working with faculty societies to find a more standardized way to select planners, 
ensuring that selection is being made on proper merits, while still giving faculties some 
autonomy. Until then, Josh has been sitting on some hiring boards for faculty planners for 
Kinesiology, Engineering, Social Sciences and Art Science – we hope to make this mandatory in 
the future.  
 
Evaluation Forms 
I created two evaluation forms this term, mid-year supervisor evaluation forms (were part-time 
staff – including PTMs, AVPs, Research Assistants – evaluate their respective supervisors) and 
student manager evaluation forms (where services executives evaluated their respective part-
time managers). I will be compiling the data in December and highlighting areas of improvement 
during my one-on-ones with PTMs in January. The evaluation form allows staff to evaluate the 
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effectiveness of their supervisors on a scale of 1-7 and touches on areas of Leadership, 
Communication and General Skills. There is also space for staff to highlight strengths and 
weakness that they have seen in their supervisors. I have been looking at the results and have 
found the feedback to be very useful in identifying areas I can improve as a manager. I will also 
be having conversations with John and the Board about implementing similar evaluation forms 
in all departments across the union.  
 
Standardizing Hiring Logistics/Practices 
Myself and Maddison have figured out a system in which the logistics of hiring are done through 
the office clerks. We have completed one hiring cycle thus far and believe this system will work 
well. I have also reviewed all competencies for part-time manager positions. I have made the 
competencies more extensive, outlining specific skills and competencies for each individual 
interview question, as well as the cover letter. We have opted to not provide interview 
questions in advance for candidates, and instead have created a “Tips to Ace the Interview” 
guideline sheet that is sent out when confirming the time of the interview.  
 
Creating a Positive Office Culture and Environment  
The board has done a great job so far at creating a positive working environment for staff. We 
have all made an effort to check in on all full-time staff members and actively listen to their 
needs. We will also be starting to celebrate milestones for full-time staff in a variety of 
appreciation gifts depending on how long they have been with the MSU.  
 
Supporting the TRRA  
I have implemented weekly check-ins with the TRRA and made the role very research and 
project based. We put out a survey to services volunteers to get feedback on important topics 
they would like more training on or things they wanted to learn more about. From this, we have 
identified 3 research topics which include, Facilitating Group Support, Identifying and 
Responding to Crisis and Navigating Warm Hand-Offs. We are currently working with the 
underground to develop an infographic for Facilitating Group Support and Allison Drew-Hassling 
on adapting the university crisis protocol her office put out.  
 
Strengthening Relations 
In efforts to strengthen the relationship between our services and Good2Talk, I was able to 
update the Good2Talk resources/referral database so they can now refer McMaster students to 
our peer support services or at least inform callers about the services that exist on campus. I am 
currently working with Megan, the Good2Talk outreach manager on organizing to have 
Good2Talk presence on campus during the upcoming exam season. 
 
Strengthen Support and Relations Between My Counterparts from other Student Unions 
I have been working to improve the relationship between myself and my counterparts from 
other student unions. Since OUSA Best Practice Sharing Day, we have created a group chat and 
have been using each other as resources which has been very helpful. This includes my 
counterparts from Waterloo, Laurier, Brock, Trent Durham and Western. Right now, we are 
exchanging job descriptions and union structures to compare positions, who reports to who, 
and more specifically I am looking into the supports in place/full-time positions that work closely 
with my counterparts. Another area of interest that I have been looking into is the human 
resources structure at other unions. We have started to plan visits and I am looking forward to 
going to Waterloo on Friday to meet with Savannah, VP Student Services, and some of her staff.  



PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Increasing SRA Transparency 
Through conversations with Tony from Avtek, Wooder and Scott – we have begun livestreaming 
SRA meetings on Facebook. These livestreams are housed under a new page - Student 
Representative Assembly (follow on facebook). This new Facebook page will solely be 
informational and promoting the SRA – including sharing infographics about the SRA, general 
updates, and livestreaming. The AVP Internal Governance will be the main admin of the page 
and work closely with the communications team to operate the page and respond to comments 
on the Livestream. 
 
PTM Meetings  
I have held two full part-time manager meetings so far – both of which have been successful. I 
have structured meetings to be discussion based and more focused around what the PTMs wish 
to discuss. Sarah, AVP Services, and I come up with 3 common challenges that we have noticed 
and prompt the discussion with those. I allow the PTMs to continue the conversation, asking 
questions, expanding on experience or providing potential solutions. Then they have time to 
discuss whatever they would like to discuss. I emphasize the fact that no one will understand 
their challenges better that another PTM so they should use this time to learn from each other.  
 
PTM Check-Ins 
I have given managers the decision of whether or not they want frequent check-ins. Some have 
scheduled bi-weekly check-ins, while others prefer monthly. I have had formal check-ins with all 
part-time managers thus far where I check in on how they are doing in the role, challenges they 
are having, navigating exec team meetings and how they are doing outside of this job. I have 
made communication very important between myself and the PTMs, the open communication is 
mutual and this has been nice so far for myself to know what is going on in their lives.  
 
Committee Room Renovations  
The new table and chairs in the committee room have been received very well. The table is 
constantly occupied and creates more of a conducive working environment. The new white 
board is beautiful and people have been using it to communicate, write prompts, ask questions. 
The new printer has been working fairly well, it is wireless so staff and volunteers can print from 
their laptops which is a nice change. I am currently working on getting a quote from facility 
services to install more outlets in the space.  
 
Hiring  
We have completed hiring for our “summer” PTMs – all part-time managers that begin their 
contract prior to May 1st. We received over 50 applications in total and were able to interview 2-
3 candidates per position. Executive board brought helpful insight to the hiring board and I 
appreciate the time and energy they put into helping me hire.  
The positions have been filled by the following individuals: 
 

CLAY Coordinator Giancarlo Da-Re 
Horizons Coordinator Emma Tomas 

WWFC Raquel Munoz 



Farmstand Director Abby Lindzon 

Shinerama Coordinator Alexa Ceiro 

MaCycle Director David Zaslavsky 

 
Peer Support Promotions Working Group 
Last year, a working group mandate was created and presented to the assembly to ensure 
adequate promotions of on and off-campus supports available for students. The committee has 
had three meetings thus far and we are rolling out our first project hopefully at the end of this 
month. The committee had a lot of conversations about gaps in knowledge of students and 
performed research to find out how other universities promote or raise awareness about their 
resources. We decided our first project would be to launch a video showing students how to 
navigate the new Student Wellness Centre website, specifically the Resources tab. We have 
drafted a script and storyboard for the video, it will be a screen shot of how to navigate through 
the different pages and a short blurb on what each resource is.  
 
Part-Time Issues Committee 
Maddison, John and I created a structure for the Part-Time Issues committee which was recently 
passed at Executive Board. The committee mirrors the Full-Time Issues Committee, where there 
are representatives from different departments and they discuss some challenges or issues full-
time staff are facing on a large scale. This committee will begin to meet in January and will 
include the operations coordinator, a member from the Board of Directors, one supervisory staff 
representative and three non-supervisory representatives. The committee will create a forum 
where part-time staff can address employment issues. 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
 
Job Description and Wage Reviews  
Recently there has been discrepancies in wages and job descriptions brought to my attention. 
Maddison and I are going to be working to evaluate all the current job descriptions, specifically 
those with similar responsibilities, to ensure they are up-to date and semi-standardized (ie our 
peer support part-time managers share similar responsibilities – so their JD’s should include 
similar scopes). In addition, we will be looking at positions that have similar work or 
responsibilities and evaluating their pay grades. There have been some discrepancies in 
positions being graded at a lower or higher pay scale although they involve similar work. I am 
also hoping to create an operating policy or mandate that all positions must go through a wage 
review every X number of years.  
 
PTM Training 
As I begin to hire the 2019-2020 part-time managers, I will also begin evaluating training. There 
has been negative feedback from our past summer service PTMs on the training they received. 
This is mainly because they are trained earlier than 80% of the other part-time managers and do 
not partake in the same rotational-based training day in early May. I will be working over the 
next month to create an effective training for these managers, ensuring training includes all 
relevant information, is not rushed, and is delivered prior to their start dates. I will be working 
with Scott to ensure finance training is also just as effective.  
 



Space Allocation Committee  
The space allocation committee is meant to evaluate the MSU space in order to record usage 
and make recommendations. The committee has met twice and we have recently developed a 
Space Audit survey that will be administered to all full-time staff. We are hoping to evaluate 
how effective the current space is and what changes full-time staff wish to see. Specifically, we 
are looking at the need of meeting space and storage space. The survey will be sent out by the 
end of the month and recommendations will be brought forward to Executive Board early next 
term.  
 
PTM Hiring 
We are going to be trying new outreach efforts for our December/January hiring cycle, including 
tabling in MUSC and infographics. We are hoping to expand our outreach by tabling, being able 
to ask questions and break down the myths that currently exist when someone sees an MSU job 
positing. We will be having part-time managers visit the table and share their experiences and 
talk to students about why they should apply. In addition, we are working with the underground 
to create a couple of infographics that can be circulated during every hiring cycle. One 
infographic will include general skills needed for these roles, a breakdown of what the positions 
entail and what you can gain from your experience as a part-time manager. We are hoping this 
will help explain what a “part-time manager” really is, and allow for a better understanding.  
 
 
Warm regards during this season of cold,  
 
Kristina Epifano  
Vice-President (Administration) 
McMaster Students Union 
vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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